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ABSTRACT
Background Emphysema on CT is a risk factor for all-
cause mortality in persons with and without airflow
obstruction; however, causes of death associated with
emphysema remain uncertain, particularly in the general
population.
Aims To test associations between quantitatively
assessed emphysema on CT and cause of death in
persons with and without a substantial smoking history.
Methods The Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis
recruited 6814 participants, aged 45–84 years and
without clinical cardiovascular disease, in 2000–2002.
Per cent emphysema was defined on cardiac CT as per
cent of lung voxels less than −950 Hounsfield units;
emphysema on CT was defined as per cent emphysema
above the upper limit of normal. Cause of death was
classified by administrative codes. Proportional-hazards
models were adjusted for age, race/ethnicity, gender,
body mass index, smoking status, pack-years, coronary
artery calcium, site and education. Additional adjustment
for lung function was made in a subset with spirometry
from 2004 to 2006.
Results There were 1091 deaths over 12 years median
follow-up. Emphysema on CT was strongly associated
with increased mortality due to respiratory diseases
(adjusted HR 2.94, 95% CI 1.68 to 5.15), particularly
chronic lower respiratory diseases (adjusted HR 9.54,
95% CI 4.70 to 19.35), and lung cancer (adjusted HR
1.84, 95% CI 1.09 to 3.12), but not cardiovascular
disease. Associations persisted among participants with
fewer than 10 pack-years and those without physician-
diagnosed respiratory disease, and were similar after
adjustment for airflow measures and in persons without
airflow limitation.
Conclusions Quantitatively assessed emphysema on
CT is associated with greater respiratory disease and
lung cancer mortality, even among persons without
traditional risk factors.

INTRODUCTION
Pulmonary emphysema is a common ‘incidental’
finding on CT, occurring in 29% of smokers under-
going lung cancer screening,1–3 and 4% of healthy
adults undergoing cardiac scanning.4 Emphysema is
defined anatomically as destruction of lung paren-
chyma and loss of alveolar walls,5 a definition dis-
tinct from that of COPD, which is defined by

airflow obstruction on spirometry that does not
fully reverse with bronchodilators.6 Emphysema is
common in the absence of COPD and, conversely,
approximately half of patients with COPD do not
have substantial emphysema.3 7–9 Furthermore,
although emphysema is especially common in
smokers, autopsy studies demonstrate that 10% or
more of never-smokers have some degree of
emphysema.10

Important prognostic implications of emphysema
have been demonstrated in high-risk populations
selected for lung cancer screening trials, independ-
ent of the airflow measures that define COPD.
Visual CT emphysema scores improve prediction of
lung cancer mortality and are associated positively
with COPD deaths and all-cause mortality;7 11–13

associations of these outcomes with quantitative
emphysema measures have been conflicting.14

In the general population, the clinical signifi-
cance of emphysema remains inadequately

Key messages

What is the key question?
Is increased pulmonary emphysema on CT
associated with increased risks of respiratory and
lung cancer mortality in the general population?

What is the bottom line?
The results show that per cent emphysema on CT
greater than the upper limit of normal, as defined
by reference equations, was associated with 2-fold
to 10-fold higher rates of mortality from chronic
lower respiratory disease and lung cancer in the
general population, without evidence for
substantial effect modification by smoking history
or the presence or absence of airflow limitation on
spirometry.

Why read on?
This study describes the prognostic significance of
emphysema assessed quantitatively on CT in the
general population and supports the conclusion
that emphysema may be clinically relevant among
persons not traditionally considered at high risk of
mortality due to chronic lower respiratory disease
or lung cancer.
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characterised. Prior studies have been restricted to smokers with
10 or more pack-years, a group that comprises only 30% of the
general population of older adults;15 studies in never-smokers
and ever-smokers with less than 10 pack-years remain infre-
quent, despite declining rates of current smoking and apparent
shifts to low-smoking habits across diverse demographic
groups.16 17 We recently demonstrated that extent of
emphysema-like lung (hereafter referred to as per cent emphy-
sema) on CT was associated with all-cause mortality in a
population-based sample without airflow obstruction or
COPD.18 Power, however, was inadequate to address cause of
death or to examine associations stratified by smoking history.

Therefore, we now report the associations between per cent
emphysema and mortality due to respiratory diseases and lung
cancer over 12 years of follow-up, in participants with and
without substantial smoking histories, clinical lung disease or
airflow limitation, in order to elucidate the risk of emphysema
in the general population.

METHODS
Participants
The Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA) enrolled
6814 participants, aged 45–84 years, who self-reported white,
African–American, Hispanic or Asian race/ethnicity in 2000–
2002.19 Exclusion criteria were history of clinical cardiovascular
disease, weight >136 kilograms and impediments to long-term
participation. Thirty participants were excluded for missing data
(see online supplementary figure E1).

Cause of death
Interviewers contacted participants or family members at inter-
vals of 9–12 months, and the National Death Index (NDI) was
reviewed to assure complete follow-up for mortality through 31
December 2013. Cause-specific mortality end points were
defined according to the International Classification of Diseases
(ICD)-10 codes for underlying cause of death, as assigned by
state vital statistics offices from the death certificate.20 This
approach was blinded to participant characteristics and consist-
ent with population-based mortality surveillance and prior
respiratory outcomes studies.7 21

Main study end points were mortality due to respiratory dis-
eases ( J00–J99), lung cancer (C33–C34) and, combining these,
all lung diseases. We specifically examined mortality due to
chronic lower respiratory diseases (CLRD), defined as deaths
with COPD, emphysema, chronic bronchitis or asthma ( J40–47)
as the underlying cause, or, in the context of pneumonia ( J12–
18) as the underlying cause, CLRD as a contributing cause.

Death certificates were available for 33 of 39 CLRD deaths
(85%), family narratives were additionally available for 3 (8%)
and discharge summaries for in-hospital deaths were available
for 11 (28%). These records were independently reviewed by
two physicians (ECO, RGB) to confirm CLRD as the underlying
cause of death according to the WHO definition.20 Both
reviewers classified CLRD as the underlying cause of death in
100% of available records. In one case, available records were
ambiguous regarding whether CLRD predominated in causing
fatal pneumonia, although CLRD was favoured by both
reviewers. All cases were retained for the main analyses.

Cardiovascular deaths adjudicated by MESA were examined
as a secondary end point.

Emphysema
MESA participants underwent cardiac CT in 2000–2002 using
standardised protocols on either electron-beam or multidetector

CT.22 For each participant, two scans were performed at sus-
pended full inspiration from the carina to the lung bases with
transverse fields-of-view that captured the whole lung field.
Scans captured on average 65% of the total lung volume.23

Image attenuation was assessed using a modified version of
the Pulmonary Analysis Software Suite at a single reading centre
by trained readers blinded to other participant information. Per
cent emphysema was defined as the percentage of lung voxels
with attenuation less than −950 Hounsfield units (HU) on the
scan with higher air volume or, in the case of discordant quality
scores, the higher quality scan.

Emphysema on CT was defined as per cent emphysema
greater than the upper limit of normal, defined by MESA refer-
ence equations.24

Per cent emphysema was also calculated for upper-lobe and
basilar regions, which were defined as the cephalad eighth and
caudal third of the imaged lung, respectively. The area of lung
with features suggestive of interstitial lung disease (ILD), here-
after referred to as high attenuation areas (HAA), was defined as
volume of lung voxels with attenuation between −600 and
−250 HU.25 These measures were previously validated against
those obtained from full-lung scans in MESA.23 25

Spirometry
Spirometry was attempted in 2004–2006 for 3965 participants
with baseline measurements of endothelial function, consent for
genetic analyses and an examination during the MESA Lung
Study recruitment period (see online supplementary figure E1).
A total of 3847 participants performed manoeuvres in accord-
ance with the American Thoracic Society/European Respiratory
Society (ATS/ERS) guidelines on a dry rolling seal spirometer
(Occupational Marketing);26 results were reviewed by a single
investigator. Restriction on spirometry was classified as FVC
<80% predicted with ratio of FEV1 to FVC >0.7.6

Covariates
Age, sex, race/ethnicity, educational attainment, physician-
diagnosed emphysema and asthma and tobacco use were self-
reported at baseline. Never smoking was defined as a lifetime
smoking history of less than 100 cigarettes, and current
smoking as cigarette use within the past 30 days. Urinary coti-
nine was measured for a subset of 3929 participants; 78 partici-
pants (2%) who denied current smoking, but had urinary
cotinine levels >100 ng/mL were reclassified as current-smokers.
Pack-years were calculated as (cigarettes per day/20)×years
smoked.

Height and weight were measured using standard techniques,
and body mass index (BMI) was calculated as kilogram/
metre-squared. Phantom-adjusted coronary artery calcium
Agatston scores were calculated from each cardiac CT and the
mean of the two values was used.27

Statistical analysis
Cause-specific mortality rates were computed per 10 000
person-years of observation. Survival time was calculated as age
at death or, for non-deceased participants, age at last follow-up
or the most recent NDI update, whichever was more recent,
with left truncation at age of study entry or, in analyses incorp-
orating airflow measures, age at spirometry; survival time since
enrolment was used in secondary analyses. For analyses regard-
ing specific cause of death (eg, lung cancer), participants dying
from other causes (eg, CLRD) were treated as censored. The
proportional-hazards assumption was confirmed via interaction
terms with time (p>0.10).
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HRs were reported for presence of emphysema on CT, as
defined above. Since the distributions of continuous emphysema
exposures were left-skewed, HRs were reported per IQR.
Analyses were adjusted for potential confounders and precision
variables defined a priori based on prior literature: baseline age,
sex, race/ethnicity, BMI, educational attainment, smoking status,
pack-years and Agatston score. The standard model was more
parsimonious than in a prior publication given the smaller
number of events in the present paper and the lack of appre-
ciable confounding by these other factors, assessed by impact of
sequential adjustment on the HR.18 In the subset with spirom-
etry, the standard model was additionally adjusted for the FEV1,
FEV1/FVC ratio and restriction on spirometry. To account for
potential confounding by subclinical ILD, models were further
adjusted for HAA.

Analyses were stratified by smoking history, baseline
physician-diagnosed CLRD and airflow limitation on study spir-
ometry, defined as an FEV1/FVC ratio <0.70,6 and multiplica-
tive interaction terms were tested in fully adjusted models.

Associations were compared with those for cardiovascular
and non-lung cancer mortality, and also with effect estimates
obtained from models treating cardiovascular and non-lung
cancer mortality as competing risks.

Statistical analyses were performed using SAS V. 9.3 (Cary,
North Carolina, USA) or R V. 3.0.2 (Vienna, Austria).

RESULTS
The 6784 participants in the primary analyses (see online sup-
plementary figure E1) had a mean age at CT scanning of
62 years, were 38.5% white, 27.7% African–American, 22.0%
Hispanic and 11.8% Asian, and included 14.2%
current-smokers, 40.5% former-smokers and 45.3% never-
smokers. The median value for per cent emphysema was 2.9%,
with an IQR of 4.5% (1.2–5.7%). Per cent emphysema was
modestly inversely correlated with FEV1/FVC ratio (r=−0.37)
and HAA (r=−0.14).

The 538 participants (8.6%) with emphysema on CT were
slightly older, included a larger proportion of smokers, were
more likely to have a prior diagnosis of emphysema or asthma
and demonstrated a lower FEV1/FVC ratio (table 1).

Mortality attributed to lung disease
Telephone follow-up was completed for 96.2% of participants;
deaths of participants lost to follow-up were obtained via NDI,
hence vital status was known for 100%.

There were 1091 deaths among 6784 participants over a
median of 12 years of observation, corresponding to a mortality
rate of 132 per 10 000 person-years. Underlying cause of death
was defined for 89% and attributed to diseases of the respira-
tory system or lung cancer in 77 and 95 cases, respectively,
making lung disease the third leading cause of death, following
circulatory diseases and non-lung (eg, breast, colon) cancers
(figure 1).

Half (51%) of respiratory disease mortality was attributed to
CLRD, followed by pneumonia (31%) and ILD (18%) (see
online supplementary table E1).

Emphysema and lung disease mortality
Cumulative incidence of mortality due to respiratory disease
and lung cancer was significantly higher among persons with
emphysema on CT (log-rank p<0.001, figure 2).

Emphysema on CT conferred an almost threefold increased
risk of respiratory disease mortality in adjusted models (table 2,
see online supplementary table E2).

This association was driven by the subset of CLRD deaths,
for which there was an almost 10-fold higher risk. This associ-
ation was unchanged after exclusion of seven CLRD deaths with
missing (N=6) or ambiguous (N=1) records. Conversely,
emphysema on CT demonstrated non-significant inverse associa-
tions with non-CLRD respiratory disease mortality. With respect
to lung cancer, emphysema on CTwas associated with an almost
twofold increase in risk. Overall, emphysema on CT was asso-
ciated with an adjusted HR of 2.25 (95% CI 1.54 to 3.30) for
the combined end point of death due to all lung diseases.

Table 1 Baseline characteristics of participants in the Multi-Ethnic
Study of Atherosclerosis, by presence of emphysema on CT, 2000–
2002

Emphysema on CT

Absent Present

Number of participants 6233 538
Age, years 62.1 (10.3) 63.1 (10.0)
Males 2902 (47%) 290 (54%)
Race
White 2365 (38%) 241 (45%)
African–American 1703 (27%) 169 (31%)
Hispanic/Latino 1407 (23%) 83 (15%)
Asian 758 (12%) 45 (8%)

Smoking status
Never 2915 (47%) 157 (29%)
Former 2459 (39%) 287 (53%)
Current 859 (14%) 94 (17%)

Pack-years 14 (3, 32) 19 (6, 42)
Body mass index, kg/m2 28.2 (5.3) 29.9 (7.3)
Education
Less than high school 1147 (18%) 75 (14%)
High school 1139 (18%) 95 (18%)
Some college but no degree 1003 (16%) 102 (19%)
Associate/technical degree 770 (12%) 53 (10%)
Bachelor’s degree 1062 (17%) 107 (20%)
Graduate degree 1112 (18%) 106 (20%)

Site
Forsyth County, North Carolina 994 (16%) 75 (14%)
Upper Manhattan and the Bronx,

New York
1014 (16%) 86 (16%)

Baltimore County, Maryland 929 (15%) 133 (25%)
Minneapolis, Minnesota 963 (15%) 99 (18%)
Chicago, Illinois 1074 (17%) 88 (16%)
Los Angeles County, California 1259 (20%) 57 (11%)

Physician diagnosis of emphysema 69 (1%) 34 (6%)
Physician diagnosis of asthma 561 (9%) 99 (18%)
Prebronchodilator airflow measures
FEV1, L 2.38 (0.72) 2.38 (0.86)
FEV1/FVC 0.76 (0.08) 0.68 (0.13)
Restrictive ventilatory defect 309 (9%) 12 (4%)

Agatston score 0 (0, 82) 11 (0, 149)

Per cent emphysema 2.6 (1.1, 4.8) 12.2 (8.9, 15.7)

Emphysema on CT defined as per cent emphysema greater than the upper limit of
normal according to reference equations. Data are n, n/N (%), mean (SD) or median
(IQR). Percentages may not sum to 100% due to rounding.
Airflow obstruction defined as FEV1/FVC <0.7. Pack-years enumerated among
ever-smokers only. Prebronchodilator airflow measures are calculated only among the
3830 participants who underwent spirometry in 2004–2006. For 13 participants with
current smoking, reference equations for the upper limit of normal could not be
calculated due to missing smoking intensity data; nonetheless, these participants
were included in analyses using the exposure of continuous per cent emphysema.
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Results were similar after additional adjustment (see online
supplementary table E2, supplementary figure E2), in models
specifying survival time as time since enrolment and for upper-
lobe and basilar emphysema (see online supplementary table E3).

Subgroup analyses
Multiplicative interaction terms with smoking status and pack-
years did not attain statistical significance (p>0.25). In adjusted
models, the risks of lung disease mortality associated with a one
IQR increase in per cent emphysema were 1.23 (95% CI 1.03

to 1.48) and 1.36 (95% CI 1.23 to 1.50) in persons with less
than and more than 10 pack-years, respectively. Analyses
restricted to never-smokers—among whom the lung disease
mortality rate was markedly lower—were imprecise: emphysema
on CT was associated with an approximate doubling of lung
disease mortality (see online supplementary figure E2), yet
effect estimates per IQR of per cent emphysema were lower,
and none of these associations attained statistical significance
(figure 3, see online supplementary figure E2; supplementary
table E4). In ever-smokers with less than 10 pack-years,

Figure 1 Top three leading causes of death in the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA), 2000–2013.

Figure 2 Cumulative incidence of mortality due to lung diseases according to presence or absence of emphysema on CT over 12 years of
follow-up in the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA), 2000–2013.
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statistically significant associations were similar to those
observed in persons with 10 or more pack-years.

Exclusion of participants with physician-diagnosed emphy-
sema (N=104) or asthma (N=622) at baseline only slightly atte-
nuated results, which mainly retained statistical significance (see
online supplementary table E5).

Models incorporating spirometry measures required restric-
tion to persons with valid spirometry at 4 years following study
entry, reducing the sample to 3835 participants and decreasing
person-years of observation by 61%. The fully adjusted model
yielded similar effect estimates as in the main analysis, although
with wider CIs (see online supplementary table E6). Further

Table 2 Associations between emphysema on CT, per cent emphysema, and mortality due to lung disease in the Multi-Ethnic Study of
Atherosclerosis, 2000–2013

Underlying cause of death

Emphysema on CT (dichotomous) Per cent emphysema (continuous)

Absent (N=6233) Present (N=538) p Value All (N=6784) p Value

Respiratory diseases
Deaths 57 18 77
Person-years 71 845 6078 77 750
Mortality rate per 10 000 person-years 7.9 29.6 9.9

HRcrude (95% CI) 1.00 (referent) 3.67 (2.16–6.25) <0.001 1.48 (1.35–1.63) <0.001
HRadjusted (95% CI) 1.00 (referent) 2.94 (1.68–5.15) <0.001 1.51 (1.35–1.69) <0.001

CLRD
Deaths 20 17 39
Person-years 71 845 6078 77 750
Mortality rate per 10 000 person-years 2.8 28.0 5.0
HRcrude (95% CI) 1.00 (referent) 10.11 (5.25–19.46) <0.001 1.71 (1.55–1.88) <0.001
HRadjusted (95% CI) 1.00 (referent) 9.54 (4.70–19.35) <0.001 1.78 (1.57–2.03) <0.001

Lung cancer
Deaths 76 19 95
Person-years 71 845 6078 77 750
Mortality rate per 10 000 person-years 10.6 31.3 12.2
HRcrude (95% CI) 1.00 (referent) 2.81 (1.70–4.65) <0.001 1.35 (1.20–1.52) <0.001
HRadjusted (95% CI) 1.00 (referent) 1.84 (1.09–3.12) 0.023 1.21 (1.06–1.38) 0.006

All lung diseases
Deaths 133 37 172
Person-years 71 845 6078 77 750
Mortality rate per 10 000 person-years 18.5 60.9 22.1
HRcrude (95% CI) 1.00 (referent) 3.16 (2.20–4.56) <0.001 1.42 (1.32–1.53) <0.001
HRadjusted (95% CI) 1.00 (referent) 2.25 (1.54–3.30) <0.001 1.34 (1.23–1.46) <0.001

The end points were defined by an underlying cause of death of respiratory disease ( J00–J99), lung cancer (C33–C34) and, combining these, all lung disease. We also specifically
examined mortality due to CLRD (J40–47), which was defined as deaths with COPD, emphysema, chronic bronchitis or asthma as the underlying cause, or, in the context of pneumonia
as the underlying cause ( J12–18), with these diseases ( J40–47) recorded as a contributing cause.
For per cent emphysema, HRs reported per IQR (4.5%), which is equivalent to the difference between the third quartile (5.7%) and the first quartile (1.2%) of per cent emphysema.
Models adjusted for baseline age, sex, race/ethnicity, body mass index, site, smoking status, pack-years of smoking, coronary artery calcium score and educational attainment. Upper
limit of normal for per cent emphysema defined by reference equations.
CLRD, chronic lower respiratory disease.

Figure 3 Emphysema on CT and
mortality due to lung diseases,
stratified by smoking history. CLRD,
chronic lower respiratory disease.
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adjustment for airflow parameters did not substantially change
effect estimates, but the adjusted results were not statistically sig-
nificant unless they were additionally adjusted for HAA (see
online supplementary tables E2 and E6).

There was no consistent evidence for effect measure modifica-
tion by presence or absence of airflow limitation (table 3).
Multiplicative interaction terms were not statistically significant.
In stratified analyses, point estimates were particularly similar
for respiratory disease mortality, but CIs were wide and overlap-
ping for all end points. Extended models adjusting for spirom-
etry measures and HAA yielded statistically significant
associations in persons both with and without airflow
limitation.

Emphysema and other major causes of death
Per cent emphysema was not significantly associated with circu-
latory disease mortality, whether this was ICD-defined (adjusted
HR 1.00, 95% CI 0.88 to 1.14) or adjudicated (adjusted HRs
1.03–1.11, p>0.25; see online supplementary table E7). The
association between emphysema on CT and lung disease mortal-
ity was not attenuated in competing risk regression (HR 3.31,
95% CI 2.30 to 4.77).

DISCUSSION
Emphysema on CT was associated with a twofold increase in
mortality due to respiratory diseases and lung cancer in a large,
population-based, multiethnic cohort. The increase in mortality
risk was specific to lung diseases, particularly CLRD, without
evidence for increased mortality due to cardiovascular disease
and non-lung cancers. These associations did not differ consist-
ently across smoking strata, and persisted among ever-smokers
with less than 10 pack-years of smoking. Associations were
similar after adjustment for airflow measures and in persons
without airflow limitation. These findings suggest that emphyse-
matous changes may be clinically relevant among persons not
traditionally considered at high risk of mortality due to CLRD
or lung cancer.

The prognostic significance of emphysema on CT has been
mainly explored in high-risk smokers undergoing lung cancer
screening and persons with α-1 antitrypsin deficiency, among
whom emphysema has been linked to all-cause and COPD mor-
tality, independent of airflow limitation.2 7 28–30 Studies of
emphysema remain infrequent in persons without substantial
smoking or COPD, among whom historical pathological series
and contemporary chest CT audits have shown emphysema to
be relatively common.1 2 4 31 Smoking histories and spirometry
were not available in a recent study of persons undergoing chest
CT for non-pulmonary indications, which showed that
radiologist-scored emphysema was specifically associated with
increased mortality rates from COPD.32 In a lung cancer screen-
ing cohort, visually assessed emphysema was associated with the
same increase in lung cancer risk in both never-smokers and
smokers.33 MESA is one of the few resources available to study
the prognostic significance of quantitative CT measures in
persons without COPD or heavy smoking histories. In MESA,
quantitatively assessed per cent emphysema has been associated
with incident dyspnoea and hospitalisation for COPD, inde-
pendent of airflow measures.34 35 Furthermore, we recently
demonstrated that per cent emphysema was associated with all-
cause mortality among persons without airflow obstruction on
spirometry.18 The present study builds upon this prior work by
leveraging additional accrual of events in the cohort to examine
associations between per cent emphysema and cause-specific
mortality, including in ‘low-risk’ subgroups.

Our results demonstrate strong associations between per cent
emphysema and lung disease mortality that did not differ con-
sistently across strata of smoking, clinical disease or airflow limi-
tation, and there was no statistical evidence for effect measure
modification by these factors. In ever-smokers with less than 10
pack-years, statistically significant associations were of similar
magnitude as among heavy smokers. In never-smokers, associa-
tions for per cent emphysema were attenuated compared with
ever-smokers, yet the presence of emphysema on CT was asso-
ciated with a doubling of lung disease mortality; however, event
rates in never-smokers were less than half of those in smokers,
and results did not attain statistical significance. In the context
of a modest number of events, we were also unable to confirm
that associations between emphysema on CT and lung disease
mortality were independent of airflow measures, but effect esti-
mates were only modestly attenuated after adjustment. In
persons without airflow limitation, effect estimates were similar
and attained statistical significance with additional adjustment
for airflow measures and HAA, a potential radiologic confoun-
der. Hence, longer follow-up may be required to confirm asso-
ciations, but the cautious interpretation is that emphysema is a
potential risk factor for lung disease mortality, even in persons
without substantial smoking history or spirometrically defined
COPD.

The strong associations demonstrated between quantitatively
assessed emphysema and lung cancer contrast with some prior
literature, which paradoxically found inverse associations, even
though visually assessed emphysema has shown consistent direct
associations with lung cancer.14 One explanation has been that
visually assessed emphysema was superior for detecting centri-
lobular emphysema (CLE),36 which is mainly smoking-related,10

whereas quantitatively assessed emphysema may preferentially
detect panlobular emphysema (PLE), which is equally common
in smokers and never-smokers.14 In MESA, per cent emphysema
as a measure of PLE is supported by associations with gene var-
iants relating to α-1 antitrypsin37 and measurement on cardiac
CT, which excludes the major apical location of CLE. Our find-
ings in participants with less than 10 pack-years—as well as
robust associations for lower-lobe emphysema, where PLE is
predominantly located—may suggest that PLE is an important
prognostic factor for both respiratory disease and lung cancer
mortality, even in the absence of smoking-related CLE.

Emphysema may contribute to lung disease mortality via
several mechanisms. Loss of lung parenchyma and vasculature
reduces area for gas exchange and results in untethering of
airways, contributing to hypoxaemia and airflow obstruction.38

Obstruction may be intermittent, for example only during
respiratory infection, for which emphysema may increase sus-
ceptibility.39 Emphysema also reduces cardiac output.40

Altogether, these effects of emphysema may result in poor exer-
cise capacity and reduced functional status.41 Lung cancer may
be increased in the presence of emphysema due to shared
causes, such as smoking, enzymatic imbalances and inflamma-
tory responses hypothesised to cause both emphysema and
tumorigenesis.42 Emphysema may also lead to scarring and
repair processes that directly result in cancer.

There was no increased cardiovascular mortality risk related
to emphysema on CT. The fact that MESA excluded persons
with clinical cardiovascular disease at baseline is unlikely to
account for this finding, as cardiovascular mortality was still fre-
quent, and prior work has demonstrated that both standard and
novel risk factors predict cardiovascular events in this cohort.27

Our results are consistent with the lack of association of per
cent emphysema with coronary artery calcium in this cohort,43
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yet seemingly inconsistent with extensive prior work demonstrat-
ing high rates of comorbidity and cardiovascular mortality in
COPD,44 and associations between cardiovascular outcomes and
smoking, the major risk factor for emphysema. Therefore, our
data suggest that per cent emphysema on CT is not merely a
radiologic correlate of smoking exposure or airflow obstruction;
further support for this includes limited correlations between per
cent emphysema and spirometric measures, only modest attenu-
ation of associations after adjustment for spirometry and persist-
ence of associations among persons without clinical CLRD.

Since per cent emphysema was shown not to be significantly
associated with other leading causes of death in MESA, associa-
tions with lung disease mortality are unlikely to be substantially
biased by informative censoring or competing risks effects.
Results were essentially unchanged in competing risks
regression.

There are nonetheless several limitations that should be con-
sidered. Per cent emphysema was calculated from cardiac CT
scans, which did not include the apices, yet these measures
show high correlation with measures from full-lung scans in
MESA.23 We defined emphysema on CT based upon reference
equations derived from healthy never-smokers in MESA to
account for known differences in per cent emphysema by age,
sex, race/ethnicity and body size, using an approach similar to
the one used for spirometry.24 45 While this approach is valid
within the cohort and consistent with ATS/ERS recommenda-
tions, it limits generalisation: MESA reference equations for per
cent emphysema on full-lung scans are likely to apply in cohorts

using the same CT protocol, yet there is no evidence to date
that they apply in cohorts or clinical practice using different
protocols.

Cause of death was defined by administrative coding, which
has the potential for both overdiagnosis and underdiagnosis.46

Standardised protocols for adjudicating CLRD events are
lacking, and validation studies for ICD-coded COPD end points
have generally used spirometric airflow obstruction as the refer-
ence standard, even though this is frequently absent in emphy-
sema, chronic bronchitis and asthma. We performed
independent two-physician review of available records for
CLRD deaths to confirm the underlying cause of death, and
found that censoring of the small number of ambiguous or
unavailable records did not alter results. Neither participants
nor their physicians were informed regarding results for per
cent emphysema on study CTs, avoiding diagnostic suspicion
bias. Since we ascertained mortality rather than incidence, parti-
cipants with non-fatal pulmonary outcomes, such as CLRD
exacerbations, might be analysed as censored with respect to
lung disease mortality if they were still alive or if they died from
a competing cause. However, limiting end points according to
underlying cause of death was intended to minimise false-
positive misclassification, which is more likely to introduce bias
than false negatives.47

Spirometry was only available for a subset, was acquired after
baseline and hence at a different time than CT and other covari-
ate measures and did not include postbronchodilator measures.
Restricting to persons without airflow limitation on

Table 3 Associations between per cent emphysema and mortality due to lung disease in the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis, stratified by
airflow limitation, 2004–2013

Per cent emphysema as continuous exposure in persons with valid spirometry measures
p Interaction for
airflow limitationUnderlying cause of death Airflow limitation (N=863) p Value No airflow limitation (N=2965) p Value

Respiratory diseases
Deaths 8 12 0.597
Person-years 6418 22 843
Mortality rate per 10 000 person-years 12.5 5.3
HR (95% CI)

HRcrude (95% CI) 1.38 (0.87 to 2.19) 0.171 1.41 (0.79 to 2.50) 0.244
HRadjusted (95% CI) 1.32 (0.98 to 1.78) 0.069 1.30 (0.58 to 2.94) 0.525
HRextended (95% CI) 1.40 (1.02 to 1.93) 0.038 2.38 (1.01 to 5.60) 0.047

Lung cancer
Deaths 18 18 0.593
Person-years 6418 22 843
Mortality rate per 10 000 person-years 28.1 7.9
HR (95% CI)

HRcrude (95% CI) 1.39 (1.03 to 1.88) 0.031 1.03 (0.58 to 1.85) 0.920
HRadjusted (95% CI) 1.31 (0.89 to 1.93) 0.170 1.14 (0.58 to 2.24) 0.709
HRextended (95% CI) 1.52 (1.01 to 2.28) 0.046 1.56 (0.82 to 2.96) 0.172

All lung diseases
Deaths 26 30 0.930
Person-years 6418 22 843
Mortality rate per 10 000 person-years 40.5 13.1
HR (95% CI)

HRcrude (95% CI) 1.39 (1.08 to 1.78) 0.011 1.18 (0.79 to 1.78) 0.413
HRadjusted (95% CI) 1.32 (0.98 to 1.78) 0.071 1.16 (0.71 to 1.90) 0.542
HRextended (95% CI) 1.38 (1.01 to 1.90) 0.044 1.63 (1.02 to 2.61) 0.043

The end points were defined by an underlying cause of death of respiratory disease ( J00–J99), lung cancer (C33–C34) and, combining these, all lung disease. We do not report
mortality due to chronic lower respiratory disease (J40–47) due to very low event rates in this group (N=6 and N=2 in persons with and without airflow limitation, respectively).
HRs reported per IQR (4.5%), which is equivalent to the difference between the third quartile (5.7%) and the first quartile (1.2%) of per cent emphysema. Models adjusted for baseline
age, sex, race/ethnicity, body mass index, site, smoking status, pack-years of smoking, coronary artery calcium score and educational attainment. Interaction terms are reported for this
adjusted model. The extend model is additionally adjusted for the FEV1, absence/presence of restriction on spirometry and log-transformed volume of high attenuation areas.
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prebronchodilator spirometry conservatively excludes COPD,
but follow-up and events in this subgroup were limited.

Modest event rates for CLRD mortality and in never-smoking
and no-airflow-limitation subgroups limited the precision and
stability of results in related analyses, and the number of subana-
lyses could raise concern for type I error. Nonetheless, the high
level of statistical significance for our main findings, buttressed
by their consistency in sequentially adjusted and subgroup ana-
lyses, as well as with the prior literature in high-risk samples,
supports the interpretation that emphysema is associated with
elevated risk of lung disease mortality in the general population.

In conclusion, emphysema on CTwas strongly associated with
increased respiratory and lung cancer mortality in a multiethnic
population-based sample. Results persisted among participants
without substantial smoking histories or clinical disease, and
were similar in persons without airflow limitation. From a clin-
ical standpoint, these findings suggest that emphysema on CT is
not a benign incidental finding. Even in never-smokers or light-
smokers, detection of emphysema on chest radiography should
prompt physicians to review potentially modifiable risk factors
for lung disease mortality and to consider spirometry testing
and, if indicated, medical therapy for COPD. Further investiga-
tion into mechanisms of and specific therapies for emphysema
detected on CT is warranted.
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